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ØWelcome to golden gujrat
ØThe strength of a pledge can never be underestimated. The pledge
may
be howsoever small, but the collective strength is tremendous.
Just imagine, every Gujarati person takes a pledge to march one step
ahead,
then pledges of 55 million Gujaratis will propel Gujarat by 55 million
steps
and Gujarat will march to a level where it will not be stymied by any
one
in the world.

ØPledge to swarnim gujarat
Narendra Modi believes that the
progress
of Gujarat requires every Gujarati to take a
step towards its future. Each individual
should make a pledge (sankalp) for a
Swarnim Gujarat; making a resolution to
fulfill one commitment. The pledges and
resolutions of all Gujaratis would take our
Gujarat forward by 5.5 crore (55 million)
steps by the year 2010.

ØVibrant gujarat


The investment climate and industry friendly policies of Gujarat get
affirmed when who’s who of business community from India joined
with other investors from abroad on Jan. 12-13th, 2009 during Vibrant
Gujarat Global Investors’ Summit at Ahmedabad and signed
Memorandum of Understandings expressing their desire to invest
over Rs. 12,00,000 Crores ( US $240 Billion) through over 8500
projects. The state has through its proactive approach established
itself as a leader in setting up Special Economic Zones and has
moved one step ahead with its emphasis on developing Special
Investment Regions.

Ø Saradar sarovar project
 Since

the state hood, Gujarat has never
looked back and achieved many milestones
and has led the way for other states to
emulate. The successes have come in many
fields and through innovations - be it
through two rounds of green revolutions to
improve productivity in agriculture sector
and make farmers and villages prosperous,
through co-operatives and white revolution
to empower women and provide a strong
backbone to rural Gujarat, through inter
linking of rivers and by taking waters of
Narmada to every nook and corner of
Gujarat and making every village self
sufficient in their drinking water needs or
by ensuring that every household in Gujarat
gets 24 hour electricity supply.

ØEducational progress


The State has also made tremendous progress on
socio-economic front through strategic interventions
in social sectors. The centers of excellence in forms
of IIM, NID, NIFT, CEPT, IIT, Forensic University and
Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Petroleum University for
higher education and concerted action through
“School Enrollment Programme” and “Girl Child
Education Programme” has given fillip to the
principle of quality education for all right from
elementary education to higher education.
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Vision for celebrting
golden jubiliee of gujarat

 Now

that the Gujarat is completing 50 years
of its formation, the state is celebrating its
Golden Jubilee. The celebrations are not
only for achievements of past i.e. the
glorious journey that Gujarat has been
through over the years and for land mark
achievements across sectors but also for a
vision – A vision of even better Gujarat, A
vision of a prosperous Gujarat, A vision
where every Gujarati person is educated, A
vision where every Gujarati person is
healthy, A vision of a clean Gujarat, A vision
of Green Gujarat, A vision of modern
Gujarat.

The Gujarat of this vision will be
truly a “Golden Gujarat” and
that will be achieved not just by
actions of the Government but
through equal participation by
every Gujarati person.

“Let us take a
pledge for the
Golden Gujarat”
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